
ATTACHMENT “E” 

 

Subject:  I SUPPORT THE STATEMENT OF UNITY 

 

To the Task Force: 

 

During this unprecedented time where we are all safer at home, thank you for making the final 

Task Force meeting on May 6th VIRTUAL.  As you know, the Task Force was created to 

specifically address the harm to the Southern San Fernando Valley and Mountain Communities 

(the NEW COMMUNITY), that was suddenly and severely impacted beginning in 2017 by the 

FAA’s SoCal Metroplex flight path changes, without notice or environmental study. 

 

I support the following STATEMENT OF UNITY that Studio City for Quiet Skies, UproarLA, 

Sherman Oaks & Encino for Quiet Skies, and Burbank for Quiet Skies sent to you and urge you 

to consider it as you are making your recommendations to the FAA.  This Statement of Unity 

has also been endorsed by many organizations including: Save Coldwater Canyon, Harvard 

Westlake School, Studio City Residents’ Association, HOME-Homeowners of Encino, Toluca 

Lake Homeowners’ Association, among others. 

 

Thank you for your consideration! 

 

 

STATEMENT OF UNITY TO THE SOUTHERN SFV TASK FORCE: 

 

 

As the Task Force begins to consider recommendations to the FAA for immediate relief/redress 

of the newly impacted communities, Studio City for Quiet Skies, UproarLA, Sherman Oaks & 

Encino for Quiet Skies, and Burbank for Quiet Skies submit the following statement of unity: 

 

We seek relief for the tens of thousands of residents, schoolchildren, parks, and businesses 

affected under these illegal, narrowed, new 2017 paths that were implemented and moved 

south into new communities without notice or environmental study. As operations at both VNY 

and BUR increase, traffic will continue to grow. With the planned New Terminal, BUR can 

increase passengers from the 2019 record of 6M to an estimated 12M passengers per year. 

Impacts will multiply, and the New Community will be at even greater risk.   

 

We are unified in our support around the following proposals: 

 

• WE SUPPORT the FAIR plan 

FAN out, ASCEND faster, INCLUDE community, RESTORE flight paths 

 

• WE SUPPORT the immediate restoration of closer to airport, historical flight paths that were 

fanned-out and included a faster rate of ascent, which can be accomplished with any 

combination of methods at FAA disposal. 

 

• WE SUPPORT the requirement that any future changes in flight paths must go through proper 



process, including Public Scoping and Environmental Analysis. 

 

• WE SUPPORT protection of the unique, irreplaceable public parklands and open space in the 

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Area of the Santa Monica Mountains and Foothills so that our 

parks can be used for their intended purposes – to provide quiet refuge and recreation and to 

preserve and protect vulnerable wildlife and habitat from destructive noise and air pollution. 

 

• WE OPPOSE FAA Proposed Procedures for both BUR and VNY.  These proposals would 

make permanent the devastation of our communities. 


